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eight years is that, after the period of youth is past, there is absolutely
no need for anyone to eat more than twice a day.   Once a person's
body is fully grown and further development has stopped, he has
no need to eat either much or often,
[From Gujarati]
Indian Opinion, 5-4-1913
4.   TELEGRAM TO MINISTER OF INTERIOR^
[phcenix,]
April 9^1913
interior
[gape town]
have just read immigration bill. it is open to
serious objections from indians5 standpoint. it disturbs,
contrary to a provisional settlement, several existing
rights. section three takes away supreme court's juris-
diction hitherto possessed. clause (a), sub-section 1,
section four seems to take away the rights of educated
indians who have previously entered the cape or natal
by reason of their education. same clause also contem-
plates the prohibition of entry into the free state,
although the immigrant may have passed the education
test. sub-section three, section four, materially rest-
ricts rights possessed by the natal and the cape indians
to re-enter at a^hf port. sub-section 1, section five, deprives
natal indians, not strictly domiciled but of long re-
sidence therein, of rights hitherto possessed. proviso
section five restricts the legal effect of transvaal
registration certificates and natal residential certificates.
bill does not appear to protect rights of intermigra-
tion to the cape or natal of educated indians under
existing legislation and south africa-born indians to
1 It appears that similar telegrams were sent also to Sir Thomas
Smartt and Drummond Chaplin, Members of Parliament. It was later passed
on, to and published in Indian Opinion, 7-6-1913, with corrections and the
following words in Gandhiji's hand: "Mr. Gandhi's telegram to the Minister,
9th April 1913." A copy of this telegram was cabled to G. K. GoMiale.
Gandhiji made it a practice to send him such important communications to
keep him informed. A similar telegram was sent by CachaHa on behalf of
the British Indian Association on April 15,

